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This is a high quality follow up to the 2 version in the last printing. It has the same quality materials and
construction as the Duet Master Pad. The only small downside to this unit is the lack of a key input on the front. It

is easy to access via the large big'master' button on the right. Full-Scale accordion mouthpiece most played
accordion mouthpieces to date, mine has more power than 99 percent of the accordions on the market. This is

also the most expensive accordion mouthpiece on the market. The tone is a traditional beautiful alto/treble sound.
4 Bb's & 5 C's and an extra octave in the treble clef is not common to find on most other accordions, but I found it
on mine. Heavier weight, fully wood so it will stand up to the rigors of the road. The “II” classification is when the
pad is split into two zones, that is when the last Bb note is played without any notes being placed on top of it and

the last Bb has to be played with a lever pushed. The “S” Classification is when the pad is split with all of the notes
played on top of each other. E. g., –BBB-BBB-BBB-BBB-BBB-BBB-S (2/3 of the way down the pad) This is

accomplished by sliding the pad cover half way down and half way up so when the last Bb is played, it hits the
open bottom part of the cover, and the top part does not get depressed. This is the result of a less than perfect

handling of the pad. This occurs with some of the older design Pad covers. I did not want to mention how the Pad
cover is attached, so it should be obvious without me saying this. I found this model with a brand new Pad cover, 4

strings, and whole key in excellent condition. Comes with padded piano bench case. USPS Priority Mail. Piano
Tuner is designed for any player who enjoys playing piano.Features: "Settings by the second" - digital piano
settings can be adjusted in 1/100 second increments, which is very convenient to adjust the various piano

parameters. The keyboard is of soft touch design and of large key size.The small design makes the piano easy to
carry. It is lightweight and not easy to damage.The video function makes the piano easy to use. It allows the
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